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The Shalhevet Flame

April 24, 2015

 

 
Yom Hazikaron

 
In honor of Yom Hazikaron, the Committee for Israel Activism, prepared an inspiring

dedication to the fallen soldiers of the Israeli Defense Force. Pictures and biographies of
soldiers adorned the walls in the hallway so that each student could read about members
of the IDF, who gave up their lives protecting Israel. The CIA also arranged a screening of
Beyond the Helmet, a documentary that followed the lives of five Israeli soldiers. The film
allowed the students to truly understand and learn what being a part of the army really
is, and how much each soldier gives up in order to serve Israel. The footage was moving
and uplifting as we saw them leaving their families, training, holding a gun for the first

time, and returning to their homes for a short while. Following the movie, the Shalhevet
choir led by Morah Schulman performed a beautiful rendition of Hatikva and

ViYerushalayim. Each student walked away from the program feeling even more
appreciative of the Israeli soldiers who risk their lives everyday protecting Israel.
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Yom Haatzmaut

 
Yom Haatzmaut was very exciting for Shalhevet this year! On Thursday, April 23rd, the
girls initiated the celebration of Israel's 67th birthday with a daglanut, a traditional flag

dance often performed by Israelis on Yom Ha'atzmaut, choreographed by Avital Weinberg
and Noa Eliach. After the incredible performance, involving every student on the

Committee for Israel Activists, the G.O. broke out color war!! The school was divided
between the freshmen and seniors who were on the white team, representing ירושלים,
and the sophomores and juniors, the blue team representing חברון. All throughout the

day the girls planned, played, and prepared for all of the activities. There was a
machanayim tournament, Apache race, See Run Build competition, blindfold puzzle

tournament, a Israel bowl tournament, and an obstacle course to complete. Each team
also had to create a team cheer, banner, stomp, and everlasting gift.  Although it was
color war, there was a tremendous amount of achdus and both teams were amazing!

Congratulations to the Blue team on their win! Thank you Lori and the G.O. for planning
this great day!!

 
--Tamar Yastrab
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Heard in the Halls:

 
 What did you think of the Yom Hashoa program?

By: Hadassah Fertig
 

Aviva Marmer: It was meaningful!
 

Leah Miller: It was very inspiring that even we can make a difference and become great
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leaders. Also it showed the importance of passing these stories on to generation to
generation because no one will know what happened and it also Showed the importance of

.in Hashem בתחון
 

Leah Feder: It was moving, touching and educational.
I loved it and enjoyed it very much!

 
What was your Favorite Part of Color War?

By: Meira Nussbaum

 
Noa Eliach: "My favorite part of color war was seeing the combination of both Yom

Haatzmaut and color war"
 

Bella Weiss: I loved working together with my team during the apache race, it was so much
fun! :)

 
Ayelet Nussbaum: Getting to be color war captain, spend time with my grade, learn cheers,

and cheer on my teammates.
 

Shana Schapira: Cheering and getting closer with friends
 

Tali Roth: Working on the Banner

 
 

Thank you to the Women's League for sponsoring our Israeli themed lunch on Yom
Haatmaut!

 

Save the Date!!

Israel Day Parade: May 31, 2015
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